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IPD Responses (in red) to EC Consultation Questions (in black) 
 
Real Estate investment markets typically exhibit a unique combination of 
heterogeneity, lumpiness, illiquidity and complexity of ownership, leasing and 
occupation structures. Together these factors generate some exceptional 
challenges in the production and governance of performance indices and 
benchmarks.   
 
IPD has responded to these challenges over 27 years by developing a self-
financing blend of benchmarking and performance/risk analytics with market index 
computation and publication. The blend has been designed to offer the 
standardised and transparent measurement and governance expected of any 
major institutional investment asset class whilst at the same time ensuring that 
the indices and benchmarks remain richly relevant to the industry which has to 
come to terms with the uniqueness of that asset. 
 
Any extension of the regulation of index and benchmark compilation, production 
and publication must remain sensitive to the information and service requirements 
of a unique investment sector without shirking the underlying logic of 
independent accreditation. 
 
In what follows we have endeavoured to address the vast majority of questions 
asked, but unashamedly from a real estate investment measurement perspective 
since this is our only sphere of experience in the much bigger world of indices 
and benchmarks. 
 
If we have been unclear in any of our answers or have not covered points 
upon which you would value our views, please contact any one of the drafting 
team listed below. We have included copies of the IPD Protocol and our latest 
Index and Benchmark Guides to pre-empt perhaps some questions relating to 
real estate performance measurement. 
 
 
Chapter 1. Indices and Benchmarks: What they are, who produces them and for 
which purposes  
 
(1) Which benchmarks does your organisation produce or contribute data to?  
 
IPD publishes over 150 real estate investment market performance indices each 
year, covering 24 national markets, and several major composites (Global, 
European, Eurozone, Nordic). Most of these report the performance of directly 
held property assets, unencumbered by the impacts of debt, cash, fees or other 
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fund level flows. However, in several of the most mature markets these indices 
are complemented by fund level indices which reconcile asset with vehicle level 
performance and report end-investor triple net returns. These are currently 
restricted to unlisted pooled funds since the requisite degree of transparency is 
not as yet available for other fund types. 
 
Many hundreds of benchmarks are provided directly to end investor and 
investment management clients for the purpose of portfolio/fund performance 
assessment. IPD’s Index and Benchmark Guides detail the rules, procedures 
and resulting composition details for the main Indices and Benchmarks 
(enclosed). 
 
(2) Which benchmarks does your organization use? What do you use each of 
these benchmarks for? Has your organization adopted different benchmarks 
recently and if so why? 
 
As noted, IPD is a producer rather than consumer of benchmarks and these 
are provided as bases for comparative property and fund performance 
measurement services to over 1500 end investor and investment management 
clients. 
 
(3) Have you recently launched a new benchmark or discontinued existing 
ones? 
 
Benchmarks are only discontinued if they fall below a critical mass or (if 
provided to a bespoke specification for a client) they cease to be required. 
IPD continues to increase coverage in new countries and produce new indices. 
Recent additions include Hungary and the Czech Republic, as well as the first 
Pooled Fund Index restricted to Pan-European mandates. 
 
(4) How many contracts are referenced to benchmarks in your sector? Which 
persons or entities use these contracts? And for which purposes? 
 
All investment management clients regularly reporting data to IPD in accordance 
with IPD data rules receive measurement reports containing benchmark results 
which are governed by a standard contract between IPD and each of those 
clients. This covers the data rules, specifies the purposes for which reports may 
be used, details the confidentiality undertakings from IPD and outlines the 
commercial terms and conditions. The client organisation determines which 
persons and entities may have access to these reports. 
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In addition, various forms of derivatives contracts reference IPD Indices, as 
noted below 
 
(5) To what extent are these benchmarks used to price financial instruments? 
Please provide a list of benchmarks which are used for pricing financial 
instruments and if possible estimates of the notional value of financial 
instruments referenced to them. 
 
Since 2005 there have been a variety of financial instruments, mostly taking 
the form of OTC total return swap contracts or on exchange total return futures 
contracts, priced and traded against IPD property market indices. Just over 
3000 OTC contracts have been written/traded under an IPD licence by 22 
investment banks at some point over the last 8 years, and the much younger 
futures market, licenced to Eurex since 2008, has traded just over 8500 
contracts to date. 
 
The outstanding notional value of all these contracts has risen to in excess of 
£12bn, but is currently less than £3bn. The contracts have been overwhelmingly 
priced off IPD’s UK Indices, though trades have been completed on IPD Indices 
for 9 other markets, and in quite significant volumes for France and Germany. 
   
(6) How are benchmarks in your sector set? Are they based on real 
transactions, offered rates or quotes, tradable prices, panel submissions, 
samples? Please provide a description of the benchmark setting methodology.  
 
The benchmark returns and price series provided to investment management 
clients for portfolio performance assessment combine professionally provided open 
market asset valuations with actual transaction prices – the necessity for the 
former resulting from the low liquidity levels seen in all real estate investment 
markets. 
 
The industry standard direct property market indices published by IPD strip out 
the thin transaction stream of data and so restrict reporting to those assets 
benefiting from regular and standardised market revaluation.  This policy ensures 
consistency and robustness across all markets and at all levels of 
disaggregation, based as it is upon regular accuracy checks upon the underlying 
valuation data. Most recently IPD has released a new hybrid transaction linked 
set of Indices wherever the data volume permits primarily to offer a fuller record 
of downside market risk. 
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(7) What factors do you consider to be the most important in choosing a 
reliable benchmark? Could you provide examples of benchmarks which 
incorporate these factors? 
 
For comparative portfolio performance assessment, the main criteria routinely 
applied in assessing benchmark reliability and appropriateness are size (relative 
to the target fund); representativeness in terms of market or peer group 
coverage; the absence of bias (survivorship or otherwise); and the absence of 
portfolio or asset concentration impacts. All IPD benchmarks are regularly tested 
against the relevant threshold tests.   
 
Chapter 2. Calculation of Benchmarks: Governance and Transparency.  
 
(8) What kinds of data are used for the construction of the main indices used 
in your sector? Which benchmarks use actual data and which use a mixture of 
actual and estimated data?  
 
All data is from audited accounts and/or supplied directly by professional 
valuation firms.  
 
(9) Do you consider that indices that do not use actual data have particular 
informational or other advantages over indices based on actual data?  
 
Actual market transaction data is preferable and is comprehensively assembled 
by IPD. However, transaction information cannot constitute the sole basis of real 
estate investment indices due to low levels of liquidity. For this reason the use 
of professional market valuations is essential. 
 
(10) What do you consider are the advantages and disadvantages of using a 
mixture of actual transaction data and other data in a tiered approach?  
 
Using a hybrid approach allows actual transaction data to be integrated 
consistently within a valuation based primary index framework, so maximising the 
overall information base of the index. 
 
(11) What do you consider are the costs and benefits of using actual 
transactions data for benchmarks in your sector? Please provide examples and 
estimates. 
 
Costs – small sample sizes can lead to asset specific bias, the potential 
overstatement of volatility as a consequence, and possibly from time to time an 
inability to report at all. 
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Benefits – transaction linked indices offer a better chance of capturing the full 
extent of the trading risk and volatility of real estate investment. 
 
Questions 8 through 11 (general points):  IPD core service benchmark total 
returns combine asset level actual cash flow data from both capital and revenue 
account sources with open market asset valuations, all of which are provided in 
accordance with IPD standard data rules, assembled through IPD data transfer 
templates, thoroughly checked and then aggregated across whole portfolios into 
comprehensive and fully consistent portfolio and benchmark measures. 
 
The main advantage of using regular professionally supplied asset valuations is 
that this permits precisely synchronised measurements even for an illiquid asset 
class – in the UK (higher than average market liquidity) the mean holding 
period for individual assets is over 5 years. The costs of restricting benchmarks 
to the use of actual transactions data would be a massive loss in reporting 
synchronisation and a very significant reduction in the available frequency of 
portfolio/manager assessment.   
 
(12) What specific transparency and governance arrangements are necessary to 
ensure the integrity of benchmarks?  
 
Transparent rules and standardised processes agreed through consultation with a 
broad cross-section of the industry - preferably formalised through a series of 
consultative groups. 
 
(13) What are the advantages and disadvantages of imposing governance and 
transparency requirements through regulation or self-regulation?  
 
Regulation may be of value if it can be kept simple, high level and manifestly 
fair, but self-regulation is usually preferable as the relevant details need to be 
worked out on an industry by industry basis. 
 
(14) What are the advantages and disadvantages of making contributing data 
or estimates to produce benchmarks a regulated activity? Please provide your 
arguments. 
 
Regulation may increase users’ short term confidence in the robustness and 
reliability of the index that they are using. The longer term disadvantages to 
regulation are likely to include increased costs, reduced timeliness, and 
potentially the stifling of competition which in turn may lead to a lack of 
innovation. 
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 Questions 12 through 14 (general points): the complexity of commercial real 
estate performance measurement and benchmarking means that the indices and 
benchmarks constructed for the purpose of market and portfolio reporting must 
be governed by a formal and industry transparent rule framework which is 
administered consistently across all markets and submarkets. IPD’s method of 
ensuring such governance has been the formation of a hierarchy of advisory 
groups, populated by senior and experienced individuals drawn mostly from the 
property investment industry (managers and end-investors) in national and 
international markets. 
 
This form of self-regulation ensures both the operational relevance of the key 
measures and buy-in from the all industry participants.  Externally imposed 
regulation would probably fail on both counts. Moreover IPD’s industry self-
regulatory approach has been successfully in place for over 20 years and there 
have been no incidents of index manipulation or benchmark abuse. 
 
(15) Who in your sector submits data for inclusion in benchmarks? What are 
the current eligibility requirements for benchmarks' contributors?  
 
Professionally managed real estate portfolios and funds are submitted by their 
owners, managers and/or valuers across approximately 30 countries. The major 
eligibility requirements are outlined in the IPD Protocol. 
 
(16) How should panels be chosen? Should safeguards be provided for the 
selection of panel members, and if so which safeguards?  
 
For IPD initial participant recruitment has to be through voluntary self-selection 
as contributors have to be charged for their participation in order to offset the 
considerable costs entailed in assembling and processing real estate data. Peer 
pressure and pressure from end investors typically leads large numbers of funds 
to contribute, and most importantly final inclusion in any index or benchmark is 
rigidly governed by the rules framework. 
 
(17) How should surveys of data used in benchmarks be performed? What 
safeguards are necessary to ensure the representativeness and integrity of data 
gathered in this way?  
 
Representativeness is an issue but integrity is protected by rules and pre-
defined procedures (see 12 above) 
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(18) What are the advantages and disadvantages of large panels? Even in 
the case of large panels could one panel member influence the benchmark?  
 
Since commercial real estate is so heterogeneous, indivisible at asset level and 
illiquid, there is always a premium on large sample sizes to ensure broad 
market representation and preclude dominance effects due to high value assets 
or portfolios. 
 
(19) What would be the main advantages and disadvantages to auditing of 
panels? Please provide examples.  
 
Auditing, if well designed and implemented, can help to protect quality, but also 
increases costs and potentially reduces timeliness. 
 
(20) Where indices rely on voluntary contributions, do you consider that there 
are factors which may discourage the making of these contributions and if so 
why?  
 
The major barrier to entry is the cost of participation, but in many real estate 
markets and sectors there remains some fear of data sharing and transparency 
since an investor’s competitive advantage is often believed to depend in part on 
the secrecy of the underlying asset data. 
 
(21) What do you consider to be the advantages and disadvantages of 
mandatory reporting of data? Please provide examples. 
 
More accurate indices will generally result from larger samples, and so 100% 
universe coverage has always been IPD’s target. However, mandatory reporting 
in such a high data cost area as real estate investment is unlikely to be 
practical, and would potentially destroy the service relationship between investor 
and measurer. 
 
(22) For entities contributing to benchmarks which are regulated by financial 
regulation, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of bringing their 
benchmark submissions under the scope of this framework? 
 
This Question is probably not applicable for real estate, given answers above. 
  
Questions 15 through 22 (general points): Neither panels nor any forms of 
sample survey are used as the data provision regime for IPD indices and 
benchmarks. Only whole portfolios may be included, and in accordance with a 
tight asset level reporting rule structure, and all of these portfolios must be 
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professionally managed. However data provision is voluntary because there is no 
formal exchange upon which all real estate investments are quoted and traded 
and so no mechanism for ensuring 100% market cover. 
 
There are factors – essentially related to cost and effort – which do discourage 
voluntary data submission, but the most powerful positive pressure comes from 
peer group alignment, reinforced by end investor insistence upon reporting 
transparency. Enforcing mandatory data provision would be very difficult, as 
would extending existing regulation to cover benchmark data provision. 
 
Auditing of the data inputs as well as the index process are however still 
possible – and desirable – within a voluntary framework, and all IPD’s national 
index and benchmarking services are subject to internal audit from a formally 
separated Business Assurance Unit (BAU) which is independent of all product 
delivery and process management responsibilities. In addition a biennial external 
data process audit is conducted by a major accounting firm. 
 
(23) Do you consider that responsibility for making adjustments if inadequate 
data is available should rest with the contributor of the data, the index provider 
or the user of the index?  
 
For the complex data structures which define real estate performance 
measurement, validation has to be a responsibility shared between the 
contributor of the data and the index provider, based on rules and procedures 
agreed between all stakeholders. 
 
(24) What is the formal process that you use to audit the submissions and 
calculations?  
 
Both external and independently structured internal auditing (see above). 
 
(25) If there are any weaknesses identified in the audit, who are they 
reported to and how are they addressed? Is there a follow up process in 
place?  
 
The internal BAU identifies weaknesses/errors, defines requisite follow up 
procedural improvements, and reports upon the whole quality management 
process to an external Business Audit Committee (BAC). 
 
(26) How often are submissions audited, internally or externally, and by what 
means? Do you consider the current audit controls are sufficient? What 
additional validation procedures would you suggest? 
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See general points on questions 23 – 28 below 
 
(27) What are the advantages and disadvantages of a validation procedure? 
Please provide examples. 
 
The higher costs and potentially reduced timeliness are offset by the higher 
quality, but this balance must be constantly managed. 
  
(28) Who should have the responsibility for auditing contributed data, the index 
provider or an independent auditor or supervisor? 
 
This must be shared between an independent auditor and an internal quality 
controlling unit (for IPD the BAU) which is fully cognisant of the invariably 
complex data and business processes which the data reflect. An external audit 
of all data flows would add dramatically to the overall cost without a noticeable 
quality improvement and would certainly slow down delivery. 
 
 Questions 23 through 28 (general points): it is essential that a single 
standard is applied to the validation of benchmark input data, and so this is 
centralised by IPD, utilising heavyweight systems which do a huge range of 
consistency, completeness and plausibility tests. Ultimately missing data can only 
be rectified by the data supplier, but weaknesses are first identified centrally, 
routed back to the supplier (usually the portfolio manager) until resolved, and 
a dataset is never loaded into any index or benchmark until it has been signed 
off as complete and accurate by the manager. 
 
Submissions are internally audited – by IPD’s independently managed BAU - 
once a year, but on a rotating sample of portfolios/managers. A full external 
audit of the IPD data processes is conducted every second year. This 
combination has provided rigorous discipline to the index and benchmark 
assembly and reporting processes. 
 
(29) What are the advantages and disadvantages of making benchmarks a 
regulated activity? Please provide your arguments. 
 
For real estate investment it would be very difficult to apply formal regulation to 
the benchmark provision process because benchmarks are used for such a 
broad range of purposes, even if most of these are ultimately designed to 
ensure a fair assessment of manager performance.  
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Chapter 3: The Purpose and Use of Benchmarks  
 
(30) Is it possible and desirable to restrict the use of benchmarks? If so, 
how, and what are the associated costs and benefits? Please provide 
estimates. 
 
The provision of a private benchmarking service is valuable in that it allows for 
customising benchmarks to individual manager mandates. These can often be 
targeted in highly complex ways. However, market benchmark figures placed in 
the public domain provide valuable transparency and so reduce the chance that 
private benchmarks can be used to mislead. 
 
(31) Should specific benchmarks be used for particular activities? By whom? 
Please provide examples.  
 
See 30 above. There are very many examples of how IPD indices and 
benchmarks are used for a broad cross section of activities (e.g. research and 
strategy formation, remuneration, investor reporting, etc.) as well as for formal 
management performance assessment against benchmarks designed to capture 
highly varying mandates. 
 
(32) Should benchmarks developed for wholesale purposes be used in retail 
contracts such as mortgages? How should non-financial benchmarks used in 
financial contracts be controlled? 
 
Questions 30 through 32 (general points): the complexity of real estate 
investment management means that client specific benchmarks, and the 
application of such benchmarks to multiple purposes, cannot be avoided. Non-
financial benchmarks are more and more commonly applied in this sector, 
especially related to sustainability. 
 
(33) Who should have the responsibility for ensuring that indices used as 
benchmarks are fit for purpose, the provider, the user (firms issuing contracts 
referenced to benchmarks), the trading venues or regulators? 
 
In real estate investment, primary responsibility for quality control must lie with 
the index provider, but acting in partnership with representatives of the industry 
within an advisory process of self-regulation. It is in the best interest of index 
providers to ensure their indices are fit for purpose and the best way of doing 
this is to work closely with industry stakeholders. 
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Chapter 4: Provision of Benchmarks by Private or Public Bodies  
 
(34) Do you consider some or all indices to be public goods? Please state 
your reasons. 
 
Some indices should be public goods as they benefit society by being freely 
available. However this is likely to be the case for only headline indices as 
allowing more detailed indices to be kept private and sold produces revenue for 
index providers to reinvest in the quality of those indices. It is unlikely that tax 
payers would consider it a good use of public funds to provide all of the 
indices currently produced by the private sector. 
  
(35) Which role do you think public institutions should play in governance and 
provision of benchmarks?  
 
The public sector might occasionally be required to produce indices which the 
government considered to be in the public interest and which were not already 
being produced to a high standard by the private sector. 
 
(36) What do you consider to be the advantages and disadvantages of the 
provision of indices by public bodies?  
 
The benefit of public sector provision is that it can enforce through legislation 
the supply of underlying data and therefore maximise sample size. 
Disadvantages include the fact that it may not have the expertise or inclination 
to produce quality indices to the timescales required by the users; will not 
normally respond to commercial or “client” pressures; and will require funding 
through taxation. 
 
(37) Which indices, if any, would be best provided by public bodies?  
 
Possibly a subset of indices based on data collected by the public sector. 
 
Questions 34 through 37 (general points): most headline private sector market 
indices (FTSE, S&P, MSCI, Nikkei, CAC..) are public goods in the sense 
that their utility depends upon their widespread free availability. This does not 
imply a provider role for public institutions, but simply a clear line drawn 
between different types of index uses. 
 
Public bodies, including governments and central banks may need to step in if 
the private sector fails to provide, but will normally be better placed to act as 
re-distributors after applying a higher level of scrutiny and verification. 
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Chapter 5: Impact of Potential Regulation: Transition, Continuity and International 
Issues.  
 
(38) What conflicts of interest would arise in the provision of indices by public 
bodies? What would be the best way of avoiding these conflicts of interest?  
 
Removing index provision from political influence removes one major possibility of 
conflicts of interest. 
 
(39) What are the likely transition challenges, costs and timelines for relevant 
benchmarks? Please provide examples. 
 
Questions 38 through 39 (general points): conflicts of interest could arise in 
the world of real estate benchmarking if political agendas were allowed to 
influence or dictate index or benchmark delivery policies. In the Netherlands the 
prospect of central government undertaking the measurement and benchmarking 
of the performance of social housing organisations as investors has been viewed 
with deep suspicion 
 
(40) How do you consider that the adoption of new benchmarks could be 
ensured? Is this best framed in terms of encouraging or mandating the use of 
particular benchmarks? 
 
Sensitising the design and production of benchmarks to the needs of the various 
client groups can be best achieved by formal separation of functions, but within 
the private sector and through a comprehensive but advisory self-regulatory 
structure.  The formal mandating of new benchmarks may lead to inappropriate 
use. An open but transparently self-regulated market mechanism will generally 
lead to users finding the best index for their purpose. 
 
(41) How can reforms of the regulation of benchmarks be most easily 
implemented?  
 
Regulation should be kept simple and industry driven – light touch self-
regulation of the overall index processes coupled with tighter rules for a specific 
set of heavily used, financially sensitive indices. 
 
(42) What positive or negative impacts, if any, do you see on small and 
medium-sized enterprises of the possible regulation of indices, and how could 
any negative impacts be mitigated?  
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Any regulation on SMEs is likely to have a detrimental effect through increased 
costs and reduced delivery timelines. Minimising regulation on less widely used 
indices will save money and minimise the risk of stifling innovation. 
 
(43) Are there other impacts which should be considered? If so please 
specify the nature of these impacts and provide evidence.  
 
Questions 41 through 43 (general points): regulation that is built into a 
symbiotic process which directly links, but at arms length, investment 
management practices and procedures with those which generate the indices and 
benchmarks will be most capable of providing light touch, relevant and effective 
regulation without risking major negative impacts. 
 
(44) In which countries are benchmarks used in your sector produced? From 
which countries are data used for the production of benchmarks in your sector 
sourced? In which countries are benchmarks used in your sector used? 
 
IPD direct property indices and benchmarks source data from over 30 national 
markets, through the intermediation of 10 regional offices/teams. They are 
reported as 24 national market indices and a broad set of major composites; 
are routinely disaggregated to sector, segment, region and city levels; and are 
utilised worldwide. A smaller set of the largest markets are covered by indices 
at the fund as well as the asset level of performance drawing primarily upon 
the results of the unlisted pooled fund sector of the industry. The design and 
operational control of all production and distribution is co-ordinated through a 
Central London head office.  
 
(45) Are there non-EU benchmarks which could serve as substitutes? Are 
there non-EU benchmark providers which could produce similar benchmarks? 
 
Given the geographical uniqueness of real estate performance, non-EU 
benchmarks are never likely to be useable within the EU. 
 
(46) Are there international benchmarks which could serve as substitutes for 
national benchmarks? 
 

IPD indices and benchmarks for national markets are, as noted above, 
combined into a series of market rebalanced composites (Eurozone, European, 
Global etc), each reported in a series of end-investor currencies as well as in 
notional “local” currency combinations which therefore remove the element of 
currency risk. They can be and are used for benchmarking cross-border 
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mandates which may include assets and exposure in markets not yet capable of 
separate IPD reporting. 
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